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2. StorageDay powered by WINAICO’s energy storage system
Innovative and reliable technology convinced visitors
Creglingen, 11.11.2013 – WINAICO, a division of Taiwan´s biggest module
manufacturer Win Win Precision Technology Co., Ltd., completely energised the 2nd
StorageDay from SolarAllianz, which was held in Berlin last Tuesday, with its new
range of solar energy storage systems. Due to the WINAICO EnergyStorage 9 the
event was absolutely energy self‐sufficient.
The aim of the StorageDay is to provide energy storage solution ideas and direct
comparisons, whereby the requirements of end customers are just as important as
the technical charactersitics.
“We do not only offer innovative products, but we are also active in the field of
electrical energy storage. To be part of the StorageDay as speaker and supplier of
storage systems is in line with our strategy which allows WINAICO to let our actions
speak and to convince end users and investors with real and practical performance
records“, explains Eduard Karpekin, WINAICO’s technical speaker at the StorageDay.
“The StorageDay is about directness. On the one hand, between protagonists ‐
manufacturers and distributors meet installers, solar specialists and energy
consultants ‐ on the other hand, between visitors and products. What would be
more obvious than to adduce evidence and to make an energy self‐sufficient event
out of the StorageDay?“, says Andreas Muntinga, Director of SolarAllianz Network
SAN GmbH. “We concluded the evening with bright lighting and loud music powered
by stored energy gained throughout the day and think that this dispeled the doubts
of all participants about storage solutions.“
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With WINAICO´s EnergyStorage it is possible to store the sun’s energy and to use it
when you need it. The system encourages optimal energy distribution by being
installed in front of the main distribution in the house and works on all three phases.
Core of the WINAICO EnergyStorage is a high‐tech battery cell based on the unique
Kolibri solid state technology.

WINAICO – Manufacturer and system supplier
As a 100% subsidiary of the semiconductor company Win Win Precision Technology
Co., Ltd., based in Taiwan, WINAICO manufactures and distributes crystalline high
performance modules worldwide. Furthermore, as a systems house for
photovoltaics, WINAICO delivers complete PV system packages.
Company customers are solar specialists, solar technologists, installation specialists
and project developers. Installation specialists profit here from the superior product
quality of products manufactured in Taiwan in accordance with the highest quality
standards, as well as from the comprehensive consultation, planning and
maintenance services from WINAICO. Generous stock levels ensure the rapid
availability of WINAICO products.
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